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With an Introduction by James L. Hughes, Inspector of 
Public Schools, Toronto. 12 mo. Cloth, $1.25.

The value of this text-book may be gleaned from the follow
ing extracts from its chapter-headings :

The Purposes of Education—Observation Gives Power— 
Troublesome Children—Physical P'agls Observed—The Head ai 
School Age—Mouth Breathing—The Trunk, Spine and Chest— 
Signs of Good Nutrition—Testing Sight—Diagram of Brain, 
Nerves and Muscles —Brain-Act ion requires Food and Stimula- f 
lion through the Senses—Nerve Signs—Fatigue, it Should not p 
Proceed to Exhaustion—Children Mentally Exceptional—De
licate Girls Anaemia—Hysteria—Physical Exercises.

“ I am gyally pleased with the book, and 1 believe it will be of the greatest 
benefit to teachers in all grades of educational work. I trust it may find its way 
into the hands ot a great many teachers and parents, for I feel that it is of 
genuine merit, combining scientific and practical qualities in a happy manner. "
—M. I'. O'Shea, University of Wisconsin.

•' This volume is written chiefly for teachers, as it deals with the training of 
children during the period of school life, but interested and intelligent parents will 
find it helpful in its facts and recommendations. All true students of childhood 
will welcome the hook. . . . Dr. Warner's new book will do great service
by revealing to teachers their responsibility for brain training and nerve co
ordination. The new education includes methods for the development of brain, 
cells, for the perfect co-ordination of the sensor and motor brain, and the 
extension of nerve connections throughout the body. By these methods the race 
may be made executive and operative, and thus each individual will become a 
positive agent in progressive civilization. This is the true educational ideal.
From the introduction by Itispector J. !.. Hughes.
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